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OVERVIEW

SNAPSHOT OF THE COURSE:

Inclusion in TVET and skills development is in everyone’s interest – and yet, many individuals and groups in society find themselves excluded from learning opportunities. In this course participants learn how to contribute to the development of inclusive education and training systems and programmes that are capable of overcoming the range of existing barriers for disadvantaged groups and individuals. The course is organized in close collaboration with the ILO’s Employment Department, Skills and Employability Branch and Humanity & Inclusion – Handicap International and addresses those that are motivated to learn how to improve the outreach, quality and relevance of education and training for all.

WHAT TOPICS DOES THIS COURSE COVER?

This course provides practical guidance for assessing and building inclusive TVET and skills development systems catered to a range of groups and individuals, such as women, persons with disabilities, people living in rural areas, migrant workers, and people working in the informal sector.

- The training and labour market inclusion process - from accessibility of training to work transition for all
- Inclusive TVET policies and strategies, following a rights-based approach
- Universal TVET system design from access to participation, graduation and transition to work
- Inclusive learning methodologies
- Framework for analysis of inequalities in TVET
- Targeted measures to redress inequalities

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

Participants will discuss relevant topics with international experts and their peers. In particular, participant will:

- Build awareness on key concepts and benefits of social inclusion in TVET for all
- Identify the underlying causes of inequalities, address questions of status, and challenge social perceptions
- Learn how to overcome existing barriers to access and participation through carefully designed policy intervention and practical measures for inclusive TVET design and delivery
- Identify data collections methods to measure inequalities in TVET
WHAT WILL I BE ABLE TO DO?
Participants connect to a global network of professionals operating inclusive skills-related programmes for all.

- Utilize diagnostic tools to identify bottlenecks and possible solutions to various challenges in their country
- Identify skills development-related actions and broader strategies to eliminate the barriers faced by disadvantages groups and individuals
- Master tools and instruments for the implementation of inclusive TVET design and delivery

WHY

WHY SHOULD I JOIN?
The Turin Centre is known for its innovative learning methods and dynamic training environments.

- This course takes a hands-on approach, highlights best practices, and introduces new tools and methodologies
- Participants are encouraged to share individual experiences and work in teams to enhance their learning
- This course gets to the core of current debates and research on improving the prospects and quality of work of those disadvantaged in the labour market

WHO

WHO TAKES THIS COURSE?
- Policy-makers and technical advisors of ministries of employment/labour and education
- Members of skills councils, national TVET authorities and similar institutions
- Representatives of workers’ and employers’ organizations involved in skills development
- Experts and technical staff working in the field of TVET planning and in CSOs and NGOs working with vulnerable groups
- Specialized institutions from the public, private and not-for-profit sectors that are working on gender issues, informality and the integration of persons with disabilities

HOW TO APPLY

PRICE
Tuition: €1,650
Subsistence: €635
Total: €2,285
CAMPUS LIFE

A THRIVING UNITED NATIONS CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY OF PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE FROM AROUND THE WORLD

- Three organizations from the United Nations system on campus
- More than 300 training courses and activities in a stimulating international environment
- Thousands of participants from all over the world

ENVIRONMENT AND SURROUNDINGS

Grab a campus bicycle and explore the Turin Centre. Located in a leafy park on the banks of the Po River, it’s a great place for study and collaboration. Experience innovative learning and training methods in modern classrooms equipped with simultaneous translation services.

HOUSING, DINING, AND MORE

Comprising more than 280 private dormitories, the Turin Campus provides a broad range of services for course participants and partners including a free-flow restaurant, bank, travel agency, laundromat, post office, gym, medical services and a reception desk open 24/7.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND DIVERSITY

Participants can enjoy social events organized by the Turin Centre as well as by their course facilitators. Whether on or off campus, people from different cultural backgrounds have the opportunity to listen to live music together, cook and share traditional foods, or team up to play games and network.

INFO

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

International Training Centre of the ILO
Employment Policy and Analysis Programme (EPAP)
Viale Maestri del Lavoro, 10
10127 Turin – Italy

skillsdevelopment@itcilo.org
www.itcilo.org
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